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Tick-tock, tick-tock, tick-tock. It is time to crawl out of that warm peaceful sleep. It is 

time to step into another day with a new refreshing thought and smile. Glancing out of my 

window, I am greeted by a world beaming with fresh sunlight. Everything is wrapped in a 

blanket of yellow sunshine leaving a glow of true warmth everywhere. 

I notice that this small city is a little sleepy-eyed this morning and having a hard time 

awakening to a morning even as beautiful as this. The hush from the midnight hours still breaths 

heavy through the mornings’ rays of glory so that even the smallest sound can be heard. 

Viewing another morning as this it is quite easy to dedicate ourselves with many thanks 

and gratefully meet each on-coming hour, isn’t it? Also, it is rather simple to appreciate a night 

of rest after a long day of work and to enjoy warmth even though frost may lay on our windows. 

We are thankful too for our homes that are big and beautiful compared to what others in this 

world must use to survive in. And of course, we always count it a blessing to have such an 

abundance of food that we can waste much while everyday people die from starvation and cries 

from tiny children can be heard as sicknesses resulting from malnutrition slowly eat them away. 

Then too, we have clothing piled away in our closets for every season of the year when others 

have nothing but rags to wear. 

Maybe we should re-evaluate our thanks and gratitude. Perhaps our thanks really is not so 

evident after all. How often don’t we just rudely take all of these things for granted each morning 

that we rise? How often isn’t it that we don't even consciously attempt to think of our endless 

gifts. Or now many of us, even with all of these blessings, still reveal the kind of repulsive 

greediness, that always wants more, always wants better, and always wants bigger? How many 

of us don't thrive on the pathetic sin of competition, trying to have or do a little more than the 

next one. How often don’t you hear of obnoxious complaining in spite of all our wealth! 

Let us stop again. This indeed cannot be considered sincere thankfulness. Today 

is Thanksgiving Day. What shall we say? Do we spend the day pretending that we are and have 

been throughout the past year a truly thankful people when actually by tomorrow we will have 

forgotten to give thanks. If we have not learned honest thankfulness in this prosperity, how shall 

we and our children even begin to touch the meaning and value of gratitude when all of these 

things are taken from us. Will we know how to be thankful when we no longer have a home to 

comfort us or a food supply enough to give us strength for even one day? Will we rise in the 

morning with a prayer of thanks on our lips when we have no shoes to wear on our feet or 

clothes to keep us warm when the winter winds blow? Will our hearts sing with thanksgiving 

when we have no rest when evening shadows fall and we must hide from a world that has lost all 

of its love? Will we and our children know gratitude when we have no church to attend or 

possible even no children to call our own! Will we understand how to be an appreciative people 

when we have nothing? Perhaps we should sit back right now and teach ourselves to daily strive 

for a more complete and truthful meaning of Thanksgiving. 

Still ticking away are the minutes of this unforgettable morning. The town is gradually 

peeking out of its sleepiness, but we must hurry a bit more or some of us will miss the meaning 

of the entire day. We have too much to be thankful for and time is not going to wait for sleepy 

people who drag themselves behind. Don't lose track of time because we will not be able to make 

up for that which is lost. 



Awake! Rejoice with great thanks and be happy in the Lord! 

“Both riches and honor come of thee and thou reignest over all; and in thine hand is 

power and might; and in thine hand it is to make great, and to give strength unto all. Now, 

therefore, our God, we thank thee and praise thy glorious name." I Chronicles 29: 12&13 
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